
The Kingpin (Assault Rifle, Base Value: 7,110¥)

Basic Stats:
6P -2AP SA/BF/FA 5RC 50/100(d)

Underbarrel Flamethrower:
6P -half AP SS – 4(tank)

Modifications:
• Smartgun: Provides +2 to attack pool.
• Gas Vent System Lv3: Provides 3 points of Recoil Compensation.
• Imaging Scope: Provides Smartlink, Thermographic and Ultrasound vision.
• Underbarrel Flamethrower: Small underbarrel flamethrower uses taser ranges.
• Custom Look Lv2: Provides +2 to intimidation and reputation dice pools when the weapon is used.
• Drum Magazine: Allows either a 50 round (+2 Concealability) or 100 round (+4 Concealability) drum magazine.
• Foregrip: Provides 1 point of Recoil Compensation.
• Sling: Provides  +1  to  recoil  compensation  for  the  weapon,  weapon  can  be  carried  at  the  ready with  a  -1  

Concealability or unready with a -2, +2 on any tests to hold onto the weapon.

Rumors / Backstory:
Built rugged from heavy steel and packing an underbarrel flamethrower, this weapon gets its intimidating look 
from its no frills, all attitude, death dealing design. Dirt from all over the world is packed into its nooks and 
crevices and not an inch of the weapon doesn't look like its been through hell and back. The weapon looks like you  
could gun down and torch a small army, then beat any survivors to death using the rifle as a club.

The stories go that the unique weapon belonged to the Kingpin of a Brazilian drug cartel who fled to the UCAS 
during the 30's after Amazonia was established by the dragons and all crime families and major businesses were 
kicked out. The belt fed, drum magazine and the flamethrower harken back to days when fighting in the jungle and  
burning out hovels filled with rebels was all in a days work. Rumor is the Kingpin didn't last long in the UCAS,  
where other cartels, the Mafia, the Triad, the Yakuza and the Vory all had established footholds.

While the weapon was devastating in use, its rough exterior didn't fit the lifestyle of a typical crime lord, so it was  
never taken as a trophy. Instead, the weapon was passed through various Lieutenants who appreciated it for its 
more violent  and intimidating presence as well  as  by a few merc companies working in the forests of South 
America.

Notes:
• Cannot be equipped with a silencer.
• Cannot be further modified (all modification slots used up).
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